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1. Introduction

Vaccination: Traditional and new generation vaccines

Vaccination is historically one of the most important methods for the prevention of infectious diseases in humans and animals. When Edward Jenner inoculated James Phipps with a bovine poxvirus to induce protection against the closely related human pathogen smallpox virus in 1796 and then, almost a century later, Pasteur developed a live attenuated vaccine against rabies, the basic principles for vaccine development were established (Fraser and Rappuoli 2005). Traditionally, a vaccine is known as a preparation of attenuated or killed microorganisms or of subunit vaccines (purified components of a pathogen including the protein-conjugated capsular polysaccharides, toxoids, cell-free extracts, recombinant proteins and stand-alone capsular polysaccharides) administered for inducing active immunity to a specific disease.

Two types of immunization exist with intrinsic differences between them: prophylactic vaccination initiates a response against an antigen to which the immune response is naïve, leading to a long-term memory cell maintenance and protective efficacy; therapeutic vaccination stimulates the immune system to a chronically displayed antigen, leading to a clearance of an established infection.

Several infectious diseases can be prevented by vaccines produced with conventional approaches. These methods are based on the cultivation in laboratory conditions of the microorganism from which single components are isolated individually by using biochemical, microbiological and serological techniques. Each antigen is produced in pure form either directly from the bacterium or using the DNA recombinant technology, and finally tested for its ability to induce an immune response (Serruto and Rappuoli 2006). Conventional approaches provided the basis of vaccinology and led to great achievements such as the eradication of smallpox and the virtual disappearance of diseases like diphtheria, tetanus, poliomyelitis, pertussis, measles, mumps, rubella and invasive \textit{Haemophilus influenzae} B, increasing the life quality and expectancy (Andre 2003). Nevertheless, they present major disadvantages such as to be time-consuming and, more important, to be impractical in some circumstances due to the difficulty in cultivating some microorganisms \textit{in vitro} and to the fact that even attenuation may result in detrimental or unwanted immune responses (Purcell et al.)
Moreover, in many cases the antigens expressed during infection are not produced in laboratory conditions, as well as the proteins that are most abundant and easily purified are not necessarily protective antigens and, in any case, only few molecules can be isolated and tested simultaneously (Serruto and Rappuoli 2006). The last decade has witnessed a revolution in the approach to vaccine design and development. These advances include new delivery technologies aimed at improving the safety and immunogenicity of traditional vaccines, new strategies to identify protective antigens, generation of improved adjuvants.

Considering that new diseases are sure to emerge through evolution by mutation and gene exchange, interspecies transfer or human exposure to novel environments, more reliable approaches must be available to promptly respond to those threats (Plotkin 2005). Thanks to sophisticated technologies such as genomics, proteomics, functional genomics and synthetic chemistry, the rational identification of antigens, the synthesis of complex glycans, the generation of engineered carrier proteins are possible. This leads to identify, generate and test new vaccines, to use not only against infectious diseases but also in the treatment of autoimmune disorders, allergies, chronic inflammatory diseases and cancer. There are several vaccine modalities currently under investigation, including subunit vaccines, synthetic peptide vaccines, ex-vivo loaded dendritic cells (DCs) and genetic vaccination, that will be here discussed.

1.1 Subunit vaccines
Subunit vaccines have improved conventional attenuated or killed vaccines in many aspects, including safety and production. The systems mostly used to produce these vaccines are based on bacteria, yeast, insect or mammalian cells. However, production of recombinant vaccine proteins in these expression systems is expensive in many cases, requiring large scale fermenters and stringent purification protocols. Worldwide, only a small number of facilities exists with capabilities to produce kilograms of a specific protein to be used as immunogen, and the construction, validation, and final approval of new production facilities take many years implying important investments in capital and human resources. Additionally, some antigens require post-translational modifications that cannot be achieved using all expression systems. In the last decade, non-fermentative alternatives based on living organisms have been developed to solve such problems and provide low-cost technologies for vaccine production. Insects and plants have been adapted for subunit vaccine production with clear advantages to conventional fermentative systems, especially in terms of time of development, scaling-up production and cost-efficiency (Brun et al. 2011). Despite the improvements in the recombinant technology, these vaccines remain hard to produce due to their inherent toxicity for the bacterial/viral expression system (e.g., Human Papilloma Virus type 16-E2, wild-type p53) (van der Burg et al. 2006).

1.2 Synthetic peptide vaccines
Identification of individual epitopes within protective proteins allows the development of peptide vaccines as alternative approach respect to using a whole protein as a vaccine. Selected peptide epitopes represent the minimal immunogenic region of a protein antigen and allow for precise direction of immune responses aiming at the induction of T-cell immunity. A peptide vaccine should ideally include epitopes recognized both by B and T cells, and take into account the MHC restriction of the T-cell response. In some cases B and
T-cell epitopes can overlap substantially within the sequence of an antigen and, in others, they might be present in separate discrete regions of the antigen or present in different antigens from the targeted pathogen. The simplicity of producing clinical grade peptides allows swift changes in the design of peptide vaccines and, therefore, rapid translation of new immunological concepts, which represent a great advantage for the development of vaccines against rapidly changing viruses such as influenza (Brun et al. 2011). Despite the potential advantages of this approach, the development of successful peptide vaccines has been limited mainly by difficulties associated with stability, poor immunogenicity of simple peptides and by the MHC polymorphism of the host species (Tam 1996).

1.3 Ex-vivo loaded dendritic cells
Antigen Presenting Cells-based vaccines represent another explored field in vaccine research. With this approach, DC are harvested from the patient, pulsed with antigens or transfected with genes encoding these antigens, and readministered to the patient. This vaccine strategy has the potential to augment presentation through the MHC-class I pathway and subsequently drive the expansion of tumour-specific CTLs. In translational studies with melanoma patients, DC vaccines have demonstrated a keen ability to elicit detectable immune responses. However, such responses often fail to elicit substantial clinical responses. As it is often difficult to discern the relative contributions of DCs and effector T cells in these situations, a thorough investigation of the in vivo interactions between these immune cell populations may be required before a complete understanding of DC role (Palucka et al. 2007).

1.4 Genetic vaccination
Recently, new methods of vaccination such as those based on gene transfer have emerged. Genetic vaccination originates from gene therapy. The objective of genetic vaccination is to transfer in the host a gene encoding for the disease target antigen with the aim to induce a specific immune response, whereas the goal of gene therapy is to ensure production of a protein which is lacking or defective in the host. To date, the vast majority of gene therapy clinical trials have addressed cancer (66.5%), cardiovascular diseases (9.1%) and infectious diseases (6.5%). For infectious diseases, a total of 85 gene therapy trials have been carried out, the majority of these trials being performed on human immunodeficiency virus infection, tetanus, cytomegalovirus and adenovirus infections (Chiarella et al. 2008a).

Current techniques of gene transfer in mammals include packaging the DNA into carriers for gene delivery. The ideal carriers for gene delivery should be safe and yet ensure that the DNA survives the extra and intracellular environment, efficiently transfer to the appropriate cellular compartments assuring good and long-lasting expression levels. Presently, viral vectors are more efficient than non-viral systems, achieving high levels of efficiency, estimated around 90%, for both gene delivery and expression. However, immunogenicity, inflammatory reactions, problems associated with scale-up costs and, more important, the risk of integration in the host genome, are limiting their clinical use in preclinical and clinical protocols respect to the past: i.e. during 2000 year, around 75% of clinical protocols involving gene therapy used recombinant virus-based vectors for DNA delivery (Chiarella et al. 2008a). In the last years, lot of clinical trials pointed out that the use of viral vectors as antigen delivery systems has numerous other drawbacks such as toxicity, recombination, precedent host immunity, higher immunogenicity in comparison to the
target antigen and limited DNA carrying capacity (Harrington et al. 2002; Ramirez et al. 2000). The recent advances made on the knowledge of the immune system biology have led to consider non-viral systems as naked DNA vaccination an alternative, safer and promising approach for introducing foreign antigens into the host to induce an immune response. At the moment, non-viral systems, especially those based on plasmid DNA delivery, have become increasingly desirable in both basic research laboratories and clinical settings.

2. DNA vaccination

2.1 DNA vaccines: An emerging field

In 1990, Wolff and collaborators found that bacterial plasmid DNA encoding a reporter gene could result in in vivo expression of the encoded protein after simple intramuscular injection without the need for more complex vectors (Wolff et al. 1990). Following Wolff’s findings a new era of vaccination started.

Naked-DNA vaccines are by definition vectors based on bacterial plasmids engineered to express the disease-specific antigen using promoter elements active in mammalian cells, without the addition of surrounding chemicals or a viral coat. The main advantages of naked DNA vaccines are safety and production in large amount, as well as stability at different temperatures and, more important, flexibility in design, since multiple antigenic targets or multiple independent cytokines or co-stimulatory sequences can be incorporated into a single DNA vector. They are also likely to be attractive from a health economics perspective: they are relatively easy to manufacture in large quantities in contrast to the complicated processes required for attenuated virus vaccines, and do not require any special transportation or storage conditions that could hinder their widespread distribution as it happens for live pathogens-based vaccines which need to be distributed and stored in cold conditions. The genes encoding the antigens can be chemically constructed without deriving them from live virulent organisms so avoiding for operators and patients the risks of exposure to dangerous pathogens. They are commonly delivered by a simple intramuscular injection. In mammals the skeletal muscle represents approximately the 30% of the body mass, and muscle fibres are ideal targets for DNA transfection. These are stable and large syncytial cells containing several nuclei that can actively take part in immune reactions. For the easy accessibility of the skeletal muscle and good vasculature, the delivery of DNA vaccine into this organ is highly preferable (Wiendl et al. 2005). Immunisation with DNA induces all three arms of adaptive immunity (antibodies, helper T cells, CTLs), and even innate immune responses can be easily and rapidly made while maintaining fidelity to the immunological aspects necessary for a pathogen, yet excluding other undesirable proteins or immune responses (Liu 2011).

On the other hand, a major disadvantage of plasmid DNA vaccines is their poor immunogenicity when administered as an unformulated intramuscular injection. Large quantities of DNA are required to induce only modest immunogenicity and many efforts have focussed on the development of new technologies aimed at increasing the DNA vaccine potency (Chiarella et al. 2008a). That said, better strategies are needed in designing more effective vectors and combined protocols so as to induce a strong immune response to weakly immunogenic antigens. These strategies comprise new insights in studying the mechanism of action and induction of the immune response in a host injected with a DNA-based vaccine. Recently, most relevant patented strategies have been developed to enhance the plasmid DNA vaccine immunogenicity taking into account DNA plasmid construction,
epitope and antigen choice, selection and use of new adjuvants and different delivery methods.

In table 1 the advantages and disadvantages of DNA vaccines are listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Advantage/disadvantage of plasmid DNA vaccines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigen</td>
<td>In vivo antigen synthesis with native conformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigen presentation</td>
<td>MHC-I, MHC-II, cross-priming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune Response</td>
<td>Humoral and cytotoxic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture</td>
<td>Easy and fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>Stable at various temperature (RT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Does not induce the disease related to the encoded antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>Prophylaxis and therapy of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication of use</td>
<td>Infectious disease, allergy, cancer, autoimmune disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Low risk of recombination and inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunogenicity</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of plasmid DNA vaccines.

2.2 Mechanism of action and induction of the immune response

The crucial event responsible for the initiation of an immune response against a foreign antigen is recognition by specialized cells namely the antigen presenting cells (APCs), uptake and presentation of the antigen to naïve lymphocytes and induction of effector T helper (Th), cytotoxic (CTL) and B lymphocytes.

In this context the mechanism of action of DNA vaccines looks very simple. Once the DNA vaccine is delivered into the skeletal muscle, the plasmid DNA is taken up by the resident DCs and by the muscle fibres. While transfected muscle cells behave as permanent antigen reservoir as well as target of immune effector cells (Payette et al. 2001), resident DCs have the property to leave the muscle tissue and move to the closest draining lymph nodes in order to process and present the antigen to T lymphocytes (Fig. 1). DCs are specialized in capturing extracellular antigens by receptor-mediated endocytosis and pinocytosis mechanisms and following antigen uptake they undergo a complex multi-step maturation process. DC maturation depends also on the microbial and pathogens-derived signals which increase their capacity to migrate towards the draining lymph node. While DCs move to the lymphoid organs, they interact with various chemokines which contribute further to their maturation process (Palucka et al. 2010). Once in the lymph nodes, DCs shift from an antigen-capturing cell to a T sensitizing cell, being capable to present antigen in association with the class I and class II MHC molecules to CTLs and Th lymphocytes. Interaction between the DC and the T lymphocyte induces formation of the immunological synapse (IS) via complex MHC-antigen- T cell receptor (TCR) resulting in the clonal expansion of the T lymphocyte and differentiation in T memory cell. Professional DCs can also capture antigens released in the interstitial space by skeletal muscle fibres or in form of apoptotic bodies activating the cross-presentation pathway (Fig. 1) (Russo et al. 2000). This route allows presentation of extracellular/exogenous antigens through the MHC-I restriction pathways (Kurts et al. 2010). Therefore, extracellular antigens which normally induce a humoral immune response can also access to the MHC-I compartment through endoplasmic reticulum, leading to simultaneous stimulation of the CTL immune response. Antigen synthesized
by DC or skeletal muscle cell can also be released in the extracellular environment and activate directly the B lymphocytes through antigen-antibody interaction (Fig. 1).

Considering the mechanism described above, plasmid DNA vaccines are able to stimulate all the principal effector cells of the adaptive immune system but due to the presence of CpG islands intrinsic to the DNA structure they can also can mimic some aspects of live infection, activating important signals of the innate immune system (Matzinger 2007). Theoretically genetic immunisation by plasmid DNA vaccines seems to confer the same broad immunological advantages as immunisation with live, attenuated vaccines does, without the accompanying safety concerns associated with live infection, such as reversion to the virulent form and/or incomplete inactivation of live vaccines. However there are some obstacles that make naked DNA vaccination less potent than traditional vaccines.

Fig. 1. Mechanism of action of plasmid DNA vaccination.

The antigen sequence is cloned into a bacterial plasmid vector specific for vaccination. The DNA vaccine is administered by intramuscular injection. After plasmid uptake by muscle cells, the gene coding for the antigen is translated into a protein. Transfected skeletal muscle cells can present the antigen to CTL through MHC-I molecules (A) as well as through DCs cross presentation (B). Plasmid is also uptaken by resident DCs which synthesize the antigen and present it in association with MHC-I molecules and MHC-II molecules to CD8+ T and CD4+ T-helper lymphocytes (C). Furthermore, antigen is released in the extracellular environment inducing the production of antibodies by B lymphocytes whose activation is mediated by the CD4+ T-helper cells (D). SMC, skeletal muscle cell; DC, dendritic cell; CTL, cytotoxic lymphocyte; CD8 T cell, CD8 T lymphocyte; CD4 Th cell, CD4 T helper lymphocyte; B cell, B lymphocyte.
2.3 DNA plasmid construction

DNA plasmid vaccines offer several advantages when compared to viral vectors or live attenuated vaccines. First of all they are easy to construct and to manipulate which is an important characteristic required to vaccines against pandemic diseases. They are also very stable at room temperature, do not require particular storage conditions which makes them ideal candidates for long-term delivery in other countries. The antigen can be chemically synthesized and cloned directly into the plasmid vaccine simplifying the operations of amplification by molecular techniques and avoiding to work with potentially dangerous live antigen source. The DNA constructs can be easily made to encode for modified proteins deprived of regions that might be dangerous or toxic to the recipient cell or that might suppress the immune response. DNA is a highly flexible molecule, the basic construct can be manipulated in several ways by genetic engineering in order to increase antigen expression, immunogenicity and uptake by recipient cells. All the modifications can affect both the vector backbone and the gene sequence incorporated into the plasmid, which can include adjuvant-like sequences with stimulating activity on the immune system (Abdulhaqq and Weiner 2008). By using this approach, enhanced antigen specific immune responses were observed, suggesting that this could be a general method for targeting antigen to selected cell types. Different strategies can be used for enhancing the plasmid DNA vaccine potency. A first strategy allows to improve the vector construct i.e. by working on the plasmid backbone design and construction; a second strategy allows to improve the codon usage in order to maximize the antigen synthesis.

An expression vector for genetic vaccination generally consists of the following elements: 1) a promoter/enhancer sequence; 2) the gene of interest encoding the target antigen; 3) a polyadenylation/transcriptional terminator sequence; 4) a resistance gene for plasmid selection and an origin of replication (Ori) in order to allow production of high numbers plasmid copies. The capacity of a plasmid DNA vector to drive gene expression is obtained by an optimal combination of all these requisites, and by the possibility of introducing various modifications into the plasmid backbone. The promoters mostly used for gene expression vectors are the cytomegalovirus immediately-early promoter (CMV) the simian virus SV40 early promoter (SV40) and the Rous sarcoma virus promoter (RSV). The CMV promoter is the most popular, as it drives gene expression in a wide range of cells and tissues (Lundquist et al. 1999). Plasmid DNA vectors can also contain tissue specific, synthetic and controllable promoters, whose sequences are designed for a specific use (Papadakis et al. 2004). When the expression of a gene is desired in certain tissues, promoters that control expression in a cell- tissue-specific manner are used. For instance the alpha skeletal muscle actin promoter is specifically used for selective expression in skeletal muscle cells whereas endothelial cell-specific promoters are used to drive expression in the tumour-associated endothelial cells (Dong and Nor 2009). The flexibility of DNA vector permits investigators to exploit the concept of gene expression optimisation by creating synthetic promoters, such as enhancer/promoters composed of numerous combinations of various regulatory sequences (Edelman et al. 2000; Li et al. 1999). One of these regulatory synthetic sequence, the hybrid CMV-Ub promoter, was found to have higher expression than the natural muscle promoters (Yew et al. 2001). In order to display gene expression kinetics, naturally regulated systems were developed by incorporating sequence elements that respond to the local environment of the given cell or tissue or that are regulated by small molecule drugs (Yew 2005). Thus transgene expression can be regulated by modulating expression of these transcriptional factors or by altering their activity through drug administration. However, regulation of in vivo
transgene expression by such approaches is unreliable, mainly due to the low levels of control associated with the complexity of these systems. Appropriate choice of regulatory elements and vector backbone can lead the gene expression kinetics from a few days to several months. Nuclear localization of plasmid DNA is another prerequisite for the effective antigen expression. To this purpose our laboratory developed a series of plasmids with a functional nuclear translocation sequence (NTS) (Ciafre et al. 1998). All the characteristics of plasmid DNA vaccines mentioned above are summarized in Table 1.

The codon usage is an important issue to consider in the DNA vaccine manufacture. Plasmid DNA are totally dependent on the host cell machinery for protein transcription and translation. Since codon usage of bacterial organisms is different from the codon usage of mammalian, it is mandatory to optimize codon usage in DNA vaccine to allow maximum antigen expression (Bojak et al. 2002). Various codon usage approaches are now commonly exploited in both non-human primate studies and clinical trials. This strategy has been successfully used to optimize the sequence of mycobacterial antigens (e.g., Ag85B) improving protein expression and thereby enhancing the immunogenicity of DNA vaccines against M. tuberculosis (Ko et al. 2005).

2.4 Epitope and antigen selection
The first requisite for a DNA vaccine to induce effective immune response is related to the choice of the target antigen. Sometimes the immunogenic determinant of a certain pathogen is unknown hence selection of antigen sequences has to be included as first step in the design of an epitope-based vaccine. The goal is to identify relevant T cell epitopes, able to bind to MHC class I and II molecules that are both effective and sufficient in vaccine protection against pathogen challenge or, in the case of cancer vaccines, T cell epitopes of malignant antigens that are not ignored by the immune system. In particular for tumours, highly immunogenic antigen determinants remain to be identified for most cancers types. The “direct immunological approach” which consists of deriving tumour cell lines from malignant biopsies, isolating the cancer antigens and expanding the human CTLs specific for that given antigen is now substituted by the “reverse immunological approach” (Sette and Rappuoli 2010). With this new method a candidate cancer antigen expressed on a tumour is selected by in silico studies. First tumour antigens are identified by exploiting immune assays based on the availability of specific polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies. Otherwise the serological analysis of recombinantly expressed clones technology (SEREX) is also supportive to identify novel tumour antigens where the blood serum of patients affected by neoplastic diseases is screened against tumour antigen cDNA expression libraries (Jager et al. 2004). Techniques employed in the molecular biology field are also helpful. The analysis of the human transcriptome based on DNA and RNA microarrays allows identification of cancer antigens in a high-throughput system. As following step, putative antigenic determinants are predicted with the aid of bioinformatics. This makes it possible to identify a variety of epitopes within an antigen sequence and to choose the best candidates for the binding to specific MHC molecules. This system works well for epitope discovery, and predictions of the MHC class I pathway is being further improved by integration with prediction tools for proteasomal cleavage and Transporter associated with Antigen Processing (TAP) binding (Larsen et al. 2007). Furthermore, native epitopes that do not fit perfectly into the MHC groove can be modified at specific sites to increase their affinity to the MHC molecule of interest, leading to the generation of what are called “heteroclitic” epitopes (Dyall et al. 1998). The antigen determinant can be modified either by
increasing the affinity of the binding to the MHC molecules or by augmenting the binding ability of the peptide–MHC complex for the TCR. The first approach is the most widely used (Dudek NL et al. 2010). This strategy is commonly exploited in the design of cancer vaccines, allowing to convert a subdominant into a dominant epitope by making it more competitive in the binding to specific MHC alleles, and thereby enhancing the potency of the vaccine. The primary and/or secondary anchor residues of an epitope can be replaced with specific aminoacids that provide much of the specificity of binding to the MHC molecule. Epitope “enhancement” is possible for both classes of human MHC resulting in priming of the CD8+ cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL) which can recognise the target epitope on tumour or infected cells and in activation of CD4+ T helper cells whose role is crucial for promoting humoral and cytolytic responses, regardless the CTL epitope enhancement. The selection of biologically relevant epitopes within an antigen sequence is performed with different bioinformatic softwares. Several databases of MHC binding peptides now exist and a number of programs performing such predictions are available on the web. We experienced the use of SYFPEITHI, BIMAS and PROPRED I-II programs (www.syfpeithi.de; www.bimas.cit.nih.gov; www.imtech.res.in/raghava/propred)(Parker et al. 1994; Rammensee et al. 1999; Singh and Raghava 2001). They are based on different algorithms that provide estimation of the binding of a certain peptide sequence to a wide spectrum of human MHC molecules. Unfortunately, a major drawback of these programs is their intrinsic feature of being ‘predictive’ in estimating the binding affinity between the MHC molecule and the antigenic epitope, with approximately 70% reliability. Another limit is they cannot calculate the binding of the MHC-peptide complex to the T cell receptor, which is a crucial point to verify the immunogenicity of the tumour antigenic determinant. Once immunogenic peptides are predicted in silico they need to be verified experimentally. This goal is achieved by performing in vitro assays to confirm their stability and binding capacity. After that, human CTL isolated from patients are assayed in vitro to verify their capability to recognize specifically the selected epitope on the tumour cells. This result represents the validation of the tumour antigens. Once the antigenic epitope has been validated, it can be taken in consideration for DNA vaccines manufacture and for initiating vaccination trials.

2.5 Adjuvants

It is widely accepted immunogenicity of DNA vaccines is generally weak in comparison to that of traditional vaccines. Although plasmid vaccines are capable to induce a complete immune response involving activation of CTLs, Th and B lymphocytes and a certain activation of the innate compartment of the immune system, these vaccines show low potency and efficacy when administered as unformulated injection. DNA vaccines like all the subunit vaccines, which are made of purified or recombinant antigens, require additional components to help stimulating a “comprehensive” immune reaction. Such “help” is provided by substances and components termed adjuvants. Adjuvants of current use, either in man or in animals, have for the most part been developed empirically, without a clear understanding of their cellular and molecular mechanisms of action. Indeed adjuvants were historically defined as “the dirty little secret of the immunologist” (Janeway 1989).

The main function of an adjuvant is to create a depot of antigen at the injection site, resulting in a gradual release of small quantities of antigen over a long period of time. The adjuvant also serves as a vehicle for delivering the antigen to the lymph organs, where antigenic
epitopes can be presented to T cells by professional APCs. However, recent advances in the immunological research suggest that most, if not all, adjuvants enhance T and B cell responses by engaging components of the innate immune system, rather than by exerting direct effects on the lymphocytes. In DNA vaccinations, adjuvants are used to achieve qualitative alteration of the immune response. Adjuvants confer to DNA or to subunit vaccines the ability to promote an immune response which might not occur in their absence. Here we describe certain classes of adjuvants most widely used in DNA vaccinations. A summary of the adjuvants described below is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of adjuvants</th>
<th>Adjuvant name</th>
<th>Nature of the adjuvant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genetic adjuvants</td>
<td>Interleukin-2</td>
<td>Cytokine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interleukin-12</td>
<td>Cytokine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granulocyte Monocyte-Colony Stimulating Factor</td>
<td>Peptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-helper epitopes of toxins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvants targeting Pattern Recognition Receptors</td>
<td>Monophosphoryl Lipid A ASO2 AS01 QS-21 CpG-DNA</td>
<td>Lipid derivative Oil in water emulsion Liposomal formulation Saponin Oligodeoxynucleotides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium-based compounds</td>
<td>Aluminium Phosphate</td>
<td>Mineral salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aluminium Hydroxide</td>
<td>Mineral salt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Adjuvants used in vaccination with naked DNA.

### 2.5.1 Genetic adjuvants

Genetic adjuvants are molecules such as cytokines, chemokines and co-stimulatory factors that may be cloned into the DNA plasmid vaccine and expressed *in vivo*. These adjuvants can be encoded on the same vector expressing the antigen or inserted into a separate vector and co-injected with the vaccine. This method provides adjuvant activity at the site of antigen production, with lasting effect from transfected cells. Among various factors, cytokines are highly preferred as genetic adjuvants because they act on cells involved in the host defense and can be used to modulate immune responses. Co-delivery of cytokines in DNA vaccine formulations has been used extensively for a wide range of infectious diseases such as malaria, leishmania, schistosoma to enhance the T cell mediated responses (Ivory and Chadee 2004). One of the earliest cytokines to be incorporated into a DNA vaccine was IL-2, a well known T-cell growth factor included in several immunotherapy protocols. Addition of this cytokine to a plasmid vaccination vector resulted in enhanced antibody responses in low responder mice against malaria (Good et al. 1988) and increased production of antibodies directed against the complementary determining hypervariable region 3 of the Ig heavy chain in human B-cell lymphoma (Rinaldi et al. 2001). IL-2
contributed to increase the efficacy of a DNA vaccine against a simian immunodeficiency virus when it was fused with the immunoglobulin Fc fragment, resulting in augmentation of the cytokine half-life (Barouch et al. 2000). However, the use of IL-2 is now being limited by the emerging evidence that this cytokine can play a major role in maintaining self-tolerance and in supporting survival of CD25+ CD4+ regulatory T cells (T-regs) (Bayer et al. 2005; Setoguchi et al. 2005).

IL-12 is another cytokine used in DNA vaccination. It acts on T and NK cells by inducing the generation of CTLs through T-helper 1 cell activation and IFN-γ production. The beneficial effect of IL-12 in pre-clinical experimental tumour models suggested the possibility of using IL-12 as an anti-tumour agent in clinical trials. Despite some toxicity associated with certain doses of IL-12 when administered as a drug in patients affected by melanoma and colon cancer, some clinical responses were observed; this indicates that IL-12 can be used in clinical protocols of cancer therapy where a toxic effect of the cytokine could be acceptable (Atkins et al. 1997; Gollob et al. 2003). Granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulatory factor (GM-CSF) is probably the most attractive adjuvant for DNA vaccines for its ability to recruit antigen-presenting cells to the site where antigen synthesis occurs as well as for its capacity to stimulate DC maturation. Plasmid DNA vaccines were constructed fusing GM-CSF to the S antigen of Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) to vaccinate HBV-transgenic mice. This fusion construct worked well in conferring protection from the HBV to both normal and transgenic mice (Qing et al. 2010). In another study the utility of GM-CSF as a DNA vaccine adjuvant for glycoprotein B (gB) of pseudorabies virus (PRV) was evaluated in the vaccination of a murine model. Mouse co-inoculation with a vector expressing GM-CSF enhanced the protective immunity against PRV infection. This immunity was caused by the induction of increased humoral and cellular immunity in response to PRV antigen (Yoon et al. 2006). A DNA vaccine encoding the GM-CSF gene and a DNA vaccine encoding the H1N1 influenza (A/New Caledonia/20/99) HA antigen were co-administered by particle-mediated epidermal delivery in Rhesus Macaques. After three immunizations the DNA vaccines were shown to significantly enhance both the systemic and mucosal immunogenicity of the HA influenza vaccine (Loudon et al. 2010).

Among genetic adjuvants the pathogen-derived immune-enhancing proteins are noteworthy for their ability to stimulate the immune system when they are fused with target antigens. Modified bacterial toxins, such as anthrax, diptheria and pertussis toxins, are being used in vaccination as effective carriers to deliver foreign epitopes which stimulate protective CTL responses in mammalian cells (Ballard et al. 1996; Carbonetti et al. 1999). However, the ability of modified toxins to activate the host immune system does not reside only in the delivery effect exerted on the fused antigen (Stevenson et al. 2004). The tetanus toxin Fragment C (FrC) is one of the widely used genetic adjuvant as a fusion partner for foreign antigens. This protein was found to increase the immunogenicity of the Schistosoma mansoni glutathione S-transferase antigen when administered as genetic fusion in a live Aro-attenuated vaccine strain of Salmonella (Khan et al. 1994b) and similar results were obtained when a vaccine construct consisting of a portion of P28 glutathione S-transferase was administering intravenously as C-terminal fusion to tetanus toxin FrC in a live Aro-attenuated vaccine strain of Salmonella (Khan et al. 1994a). In cancer vaccination, a domain of the tetanus toxin FrC fused to a single antigenic determinant was demonstrated able to induce an anti-tumoural CTL mediated response in vaccinated mice (Rice et al. 2002). Likewise, in vaccination against B cell lymphoma, DNA vaccines containing the idiotypic determinants of the Ig variable region provided protective immunity against the tumour
when expressed as single-chain variable fragment (sc-Fv) fused to tetanus toxin FrC (King et al. 1998). Reproducible data from several published papers, show that the high immunogenicity of the tetanus toxin FrC depends on two main attributes; 1) a conformational sequence-dependent effect; 2) the presence of promiscuous T-helper epitopes within the protein (Umland et al. 1997). Our group has analysed the sequence of the tetanus toxin FrC, and has identified numerous T-helper epitopes in the protein domain: 1) the universal p30 T-helper epitope (FNNFTVSFWLRVPVSASHLE aa 947-967), a strong promiscuous immunogenic T-helper epitope consisting of at least three distinct overlapping helper peptides, each of which is presented in association with multiple HLA class II alleles [42]; 2) the p21TT helper epitope (IREDNNITKLDRCCAN aa 1064-1079); 3) the p23TT epitope (VSIDKFRIFCKALNPK aa 1084-1099); 4) the pGINGKA epitope (PGINGKAHLVNNESSE aa 916-932) [47]; 5) the p32TT epitope (LKFIIKRYTPNNEID aa 1173-1188); 6) the pGQI epitope (GQIGNDPNRLAA aa 1273-1284 (Chiarella et al. 2007).

Since CD4+ T-helper cells support both cell and humoural immunity, it seems that the antigen fusion to promiscuous T-helper peptides contributes to the activation of these lymphocytes. The result is enhancement of the immune response mediated by T-helper cells and this might explain the strong potency of the tetanus toxin FrC domain as vaccine adjuvant. Specific T-cell epitopes of FrC that are universally immunogenic, have also been widely exploited in peptide vaccination as they have been demonstrated to enhance the humoural immune response. In particular, T-helper epitopes were successfully used as vaccine carriers to induce humoural response against polysaccharide antigens when used in form of string-of-beads (Baraldo et al. 2005). This approach is based on the concept that the response to the subset of antigens and epitopes, and not to the whole organism, can be sufficient for host protection. Furthermore, the availability of bioinformatic tools and softwares for prediction of the antigen binding to the human MHC molecules helps in the design of DNA vaccines. In multi-epitope vaccination, more than one CTL epitope belonging to a certain antigen of a specific disease can be linked to a series of promiscuous MHC-II binding T-helper epitope, to generate a string-of-beads vaccine, with or without intervening spacers. In several reports, vaccination with DNA constructs consisting of a single promiscuous T-helper epitope fused to antigen determinants has proved to be effective in stimulating a strong immune response when weakly immunogenic CTL epitopes are either co-injected or chemically linked to the T-helper sequence (Tymciu et al. 2004). Synthetic universal pan HLA-DR-binding T helper epitopes such as the PADRE were conceived and they were successfully used in making DNA vaccines against infectious diseases. PADRE is a synthetic universal peptide that binds to the more common HLA-DR molecules of the human population. Its efficacy in increasing immunogenicity of CTL and B epitopes was demonstrated to be higher (Alexander et al. 1994). The sequence of PADRE has been deduced from the core sequence of the ovalbumin master T-helper peptide (aa 323-339) and adapted for binding to the more representative human MHC class II molecules (del Guercio et al. 1997).

2.5.2 Adjuvants targeting pattern recognition receptors

Traditional vaccines based on live attenuated pathogens and inactivated whole pathogens have been extremely successful in preventing many common infectious diseases. The potent immunogenicity of such vaccines depends on the presence of “endogenous adjuvants” which are simply molecular portions of the pathogenic agent. i.e. now defined with the name of Pathogen Associated Molecular Pattern (PAMPs). These are
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), CpG-containing oligonucleotides (CpG), and peptidoglycans. LPS is a Gram-negative membrane molecule consisting of a hydrophilic polysaccharide and a lipophilic phospholipid (lipid A). The lipophilic portion of LPS is such a potent stimulus on the pro-inflammatory cytokine production that it can lead to septic shock (Heine et al. 2001) whereas monophosphoryl lipid A (MPL) is a lipid A derivative included in many adjuvant formulations with good adjuvanticity and lower toxicity (Ismaili et al. 2002). MPL was the first TLR ligand approved for human use in the hepatitis B vaccine, Fendrix (GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, Rixensart, Belgium) (Baldrige and Crane 1999). The adjuvanticity of these adjuvant molecules depends on their ability to bind and activate the TLR4. As a result, many TLR agonists or lipid A mimetics displaying TLR4-dependent immunostimulating functions, have been synthesized and proposed as new adjuvants (Johnson et al. 1999). AS02 is an oil-in-water emulsion containing MPL and QS-21, a saponin-derived immunostimulator, induces strong antibody and Th1 responses. AS02 is being evaluated in clinical trials in vaccines against malaria, human papillomavirus (HPV), HBV, tuberculosis, and HIV (Vandepapeliere et al. 2007). Similarly to AS02, AS01 is a liposomal formulation containing MPL that induces potent humoral and cell-mediated responses, including cytotoxic T lymphocyte responses, and is being evaluated in clinical trials of vaccine against malaria.

In bacterial DNA there is a high frequency of unmethylated CpG dinucleotide sequences in comparison to the human genome which makes perception of plasmids as “foreign” elements by the human host. This is the only characteristic that confers a certain level of immunogenicity to plasmid DNA vaccines since the CpG unmethylated sequence is recognized by the Toll Like Receptor 9 preferentially expressed on the host APCs (Liu and Ulmer 2005). CpG-DNA is used as immunostimulatory potentiator in both pre-clinical peptide and DNA vaccination trials leading to activation of innate immunity and cytokine-dependent promotion of the Th-1 response. The CpG motifs, present in bacterial DNA, consist of an unmethylated CpG dinucleotide flanked by two 5’ purines and two 3’ pyrimidines. During an infection, the release of unmethylated CpG-DNA from bacteria serves as a danger signal stimulating the immune system of the host (Krieg 2002).

Bacterial DNA and synthetic unmethylated CpG oligodeoxynucleotides trigger an immunostimulatory cascade that culminates in maturation, differentiation and proliferation of several immune cells creating a pro-inflammatory and Th1-biased environment. The immunostimulatory activity of this CpG-DNA is species-specific. As a result, sequences specific for the host are designed and optimized for selective TLR9 binding. In particular, in vivo CpG-DNA half-life has been improved by replacing phosphodiester CpG-DNA with a nuclease-resistant phosphothioate oligodeoxynucleotide although it may induce immune reaction leading to an anti-DNA immune response (Ciafre et al. 1995). Addition of the immunostimulatory CpG-DNA to peptide vaccines, tilts the balance towards a Th-1 immune response, which is often accompanied by a significant increase in IgG2a production in comparison to IgG1. The general effect of CpG-DNA addition is augmentation of the antibody serum titer against antigens and production of Th-1 cytokines such as IFN-γ (Klinman et al. 1999). By contrast, in DNA plasmid vaccination, the immunomodulating effect of bacterial CpG oligodeoxynucleotides on T-helper cell balance, shows great variability. Such variability often depends on the route of immunisation.
2.5.3 Aluminium-based compounds
Aluminium salt adjuvants (aluminium hydroxide, aluminium phosphate) are generally used in combination with protein antigens as they form a precipitated or adsorbed vaccine. An efficient, safe and well tolerated adjuvant in humans is aluminium hydroxide (Alum). It has been approved for clinical use. Although traditionally thought to function primarily by forming a long-lasting depot for antigen and by promoting their uptake by APCs, it is now clear that innate immune stimulation plays a primary role in the adjuvant activity of alum (Lambrecht et al. 2009). Aluminium hydroxide is used primarily to enhance antibody production and does not utilize TLR for its function in vivo (Gavin et al. 2006). This adjuvant induces a Th-2 biased immune response in mice whereas in humans it stimulates also a Th-1 type immunity. In vitro studies demonstrated that Alum can activate the inflammasome pathway to produce IL1-β (Li et al. 2007).

Recently, aluminium hydroxide has been also shown to work well in DNA vaccination in pre-clinical models (Kenney and Edelman 2003). However, the enhancing effect of aluminium hydroxide on the immune response elicited by DNA vaccines, is not related to the levels of antigen expression. Rather, it seems to affect antigen after in vivo expression, suggesting the adjuvanticity of this substance is strictly related to the antigen delivery mechanism (Ulmer et al. 1999).

2.6 Delivery methods
Different methods for enhancing naked DNA vaccine delivery into host cells have been studied. The best investigated strategies are based on chemical or physical devices aimed at facilitating the DNA entry into recipient cells.

2.6.1 Microparticles
Microparticle-based methods operate a DNA condensation and complexation in particles (O’Hagan et al. 2004). The encapsulation of plasmid DNA into micro- or nanospheres can provide protection from the environment prior to delivery and aid in targeting to a specific cell type for efficient delivery.

The major advantage of particulate delivery is that synthetic microparticles have excellent potential for targeting cells of the immune system stimulating antigen uptake. It has been demonstrated that particles of about 1-10 µm in diameter are preferred for their size that is readily phagocytosed by dendritic cells and other antigen-presenting cells. They are readily internalised by phagocytic cells of the immune system, leading to an enhanced antigen presentation to the immune effector cells. Furthermore, microparticles appear to improve delivery of DNA to APCs by facilitating trafficking to the local lymphoid tissue via the afferent lymph and antigen uptake by dendritic cells (Denis-Mize et al. 2000; Denis-Mize et al. 2003; Dupuis et al. 2000). Moreover, antigen and adjuvant molecules can be delivered to the same cell at the same time being entrapped together in biodegradable microparticles such as poly-lactide-co-glycolide (PLG) or chitosan, or complexed with non-ionic block copolymers or polycations such as polyethylenimine. Microparticulate adjuvants are currently tested in some clinical trials against human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV) and influenza (Fuller et al. 2006). DNA entrapment or encapsulation into biodegradable microspheres for DNA vaccine delivery has been illustrated in patent WO0203961 (Johnson 2003).
2.6.2 Cationic lipids/liposomes

Cationic Solid Lipid Nanoparticles (SLNs) have been recently proposed as alternative carriers for DNA delivery, due to many technological advantages such as large-scale production from substances generally recognized as safe, good storage stability and possibility of steam sterilization and lyophilisation. Cationic lipids are amphiphilic molecules composed of one or two fatty acid side chains (acyl) or alkyl, a linker and a hydrophilic amino group. The hydrophobic part can be cholesterol-derived moieties. In aqueous media, cationic lipids are assembled into a bilayer vesicular-like structure (liposomes). Liposomes/DNA complex is usually termed a lipoplex (Bolhassani et al. 2011). The future success of cationic SLNs for administration of genetic material will depend on their ability to efficiently cross the physiological barriers, selectively targeting a specific cell type in vivo and expressing therapeutic genes (Bondi and Craparo 2010).

2.6.3 Biolistic particle delivery

In order to address accelerating micro-projectiles into intact cells or tissues, is generally used a biolistic apparatus described in patent US6004287 (Loomis 1999). Application of this strategy to DNA vaccines resulted in the invention of a new DNA delivery technology that made it possible to move naked DNA plasmid into target cells on an accelerated particle carrier. This specific delivery system is based on the use of the gene gun device that, under pressurized helium, is capable of delivering plasmid DNA-coated gold beads to the epidermal layer of skin as described in patent US6436709 (Lin 2002). Because the DNA carrier is introduced directly into the skin cells, delivery of plasmid DNA vaccines using this strategy reduces the amount of DNA needed to induce immune responses. Robust immunogenicity has been shown in many different preclinical models and in clinical trials predominantly for infectious diseases (Fuller et al. 2006). In contrast to intramuscular or intradermal injection by needle, the gene gun delivery system releases plasmid DNA directly into the cells of the epidermis (Yang et al. 1990). Intradermal injection is becoming increasingly popular, as the dense network of antigen-presenting cells in the skin, absent in muscle, provides a favourable environment for induction of antigen uptake. This network of Langerhans cells (LCs) can help in the priming of both cellular and humoral immune responses. Importantly, direct transfection of Langerhans cells is carried out with very small doses of plasmid DNA (i.e. 1-10 µg), suggesting that minimum amounts of vector are required to induce the immune response. The advantage of using low doses of plasmid DNA is particularly attractive for prophylactic vaccines against infectious diseases, where a simple and rapid delivery is the main pre-requisite. Gene gun delivery has recently been used with success in a trial against the influenza virus, inducing sero-protective levels of antibody and it has been used in trials against HBV and HIV infections (Fuller et al. 2006). A further implementation of the biolistic delivery was obtained also by creating improved injection device suitable for application in human tissues. Patent US6730663 describes a flexible multi-needle injector device with a wide surface area as well as a modified injector device to be used for injection through an endoscopic device. Such a method leads to a deep injection of DNA within tissues (Hennighausen 2004).

2.6.4 Electropermeabilization

The use of electric pulses as a safe tool to deliver therapeutic molecules to tissues and organs has been rapidly developed over the last decade. This technology leads to a transient increase in the permeability of cell membranes when exposed to electric field pulses. This
process is commonly known as electroporation (EP) (Chiarella et al. 2010; Favard et al. 2007; Mir et al. 1999). The simultaneous publications in 1998 by Aihara and Miyazaki and Harrison and co-workers, demonstrated EP as being a more efficient method for gene transfer into muscle than the simple i.m. injection of DNA (Aihara and Miyazaki 1998; Harrison et al. 1998). The strategy is not only promising for enhancing the gene delivery of therapeutic proteins and drugs. Infectious disease, cancer gene therapy and chemotherapy are other fields of application, making electrochemogenetherapy relevant in a variety of research branches and promising in the gene therapy field (Mir 2008; Wells 2004). The advantage of DNA electrotransfer is dual. On the one hand, a high number of muscle cells are transfected with the DNA vaccine; on the other hand the damaged muscle cells release danger signals that favour antigen presenting cell recruitment, thus enhancing the immune response (Chiarella et al. 2008b). For this reason we consider the electroporation such an important and very promising tool in the future of DNA vaccination therapy that it deserves a dedicated section of this book chapter.

3. Electrogene transfer

3.1 Mechanisms and application of gene transfer by electric fields

Naked DNA vaccination emerged as a promising approach for introducing foreign antigens into the host to induce protective immunity. The delivery of DNA vaccine into skeletal muscle is highly preferable as this organ is not only a passive site but can actively take part in immune reactions. However, one important limitation of intramuscular (i.m.) genetic vaccines is their weak performance in large animals as regards the low DNA transfection efficiency of the tissue (Escoffre et al. 2010). For this reason, novel and safe delivery systems have been developed to further improve the vaccine efficiency and immunogenicity. In several reports, electroporation-mediated DNA delivery was described as an effective tool in eliciting immune response in small and large animal models (Babiuk et al. 2002; Otten et al. 2004; Peng et al. 2007), with numerous studies proving that this technique is effective in the stimulation of humoral and cellular immunity (Dupuis et al. 2000; Tollefsen et al. 2002; Widera et al. 2000). Interest in the application of EP to DNA vaccination protocols is greatly growing in these last years for several considerations. It has been demonstrated that EP allows an augmented uptake of DNA in tissue cells especially if used in combination with hyaluronidase (McMahon et al. 2001). A higher DNA uptake in vivo is possible thanks to the enhancement of cell membrane permeabilization and electrophoretic movement of DNA molecules into the target cells. Moreover, if EP is applied in muscle cells, these work as a platform for antigen production within the skeletal muscle (Shirota et al. 2007). A combination of both these events facilitates target cell transfection, this resulting in a higher synthesis of the gene of interest and in an intensification of the immune response to the encoded protein.

Many studies have reported the beneficial effect of EP on the activated response by the immune system against the transferred antigen in several animal models (Tsang et al. 2007). Respect to a simple administration of DNA vaccines through i.m. injection, EP is responsible for a significant increase in antibody titre (Buchan et al. 2005), antigen-specific T-cell frequency and induction of several T-cell effector functions (Bachy et al. 2001; Capone et al. 2006). In particular, a study performed on DNA vaccination mediated by EP demonstrated that the concomitant injection of plasmid DNA and EP is crucial for the adjuvant effect exerted by EP, which is responsible for eliciting antigen-specific IgG2a antibody production.
and Th-1 biased immune responses (Gronevik et al. 2005). Another study demonstrated that a single i.m. DNA vaccination in combination with EP enhanced significantly the onset and the duration of the primary antibody response affecting immune memory (Tsang et al. 2007). The use of EP for delivering a DNA vaccine encoding anthrax toxin protective agent has been demonstrated able in a rapid induction of antibodies against the antigen in 2 weeks following a single immunization in several experimental animals (Luxembourg et al. 2008). Despite these evidences, details on possible mechanisms responsible for the positive effect of EP on the immune response to DNA vaccines were not completely characterised (Escoffre et al. 2009).

Recently EP has been reported as crucial event through which, inducing transient morphological changes and a local moderate damage in the treated muscle, is possible to generate an early production of endogenous cytokines responsible for signalling danger at the local level. The activation of a danger pro-inflammatory pathway and the recruitment of inflammatory cells result in T lymphocyte migration, indicating electroporation is able to recruit and trigger cells involved in antigen presentation (Chiarella et al. 2008b).

Due to these immunostimulating effects, EP is now recognised as a good adjuvant (Chiarella et al. 2007), helpful in DNA vaccination for increasing the potency and safety of this therapeutic approach due to its property to induce a higher DNA uptake and its ability to stimulate both humoural and cellular immunity. At present, numerous findings are clarifying EP mechanism (Golzio et al. 2010), also showing the easy applicability of EP to large animals. In this view, many studies are concentrated to find the most appropriate and tolerable parameters that will make EP suitable for humans (Tjelle et al. 2008; Tjelle et al. 2006). To this purpose, various electroporating devices have been developed for animal and human use (Fig. 2).

Because these initial results seem promising, several clinical trials based on DNA vaccination assisted by electroporation are under investigation and the efficacy and tolerability of EP will be deeply studied in the near future both in preclinical and clinical gene therapy protocols.

### 3.2 Application of electrogene transfer in DNA vaccination protocols

The use of EP technology for DNA vaccination in the clinical settings takes advantage from the development of new protocols, which are effective in administrating the vaccine with the minimum discomfort and maximum tolerability for the patient.

The type of EP device, intensity of electrical stimulations, number of electrical pulses and administrations, and choice of the target organ, are important parameters taken into consideration for the design of clinical protocols.

Because the need to develop non-invasive or minimally invasive genetic vaccination methods has become an important issue, several studies have been focussed on the needle-free injection of DNA vaccines. A recent patent, issued in 2007, reports the combination of needle-free injection and electroporation, demonstrating that this non-invasive strategy is sufficient to introduce the DNA vaccine in a form suitable for electrotransfer into a region of the host tissue. This needle-free injection may be used in combination with suitable non invasive electrode configurations (Hofmann 2007). Safe EP protocols for human disease therapies are under investigation and many preclinical studies are described in numerous works investigating the potential of EP in both infectious and tumour diseases.
The DNA vaccine is injected into the skeletal muscle of the mouse limb and penetration into the target tissue is achieved by electropermeabilization of the muscle after DNA is injected with a syringe. The electrical impulse is applied by electrodes in contact with the skeletal muscle. Different electroporator devices are shown in the figure. A) BTX ECM 830 Harvard Apparatus; B) IGEA Cliniporator; C) Inovio MedPulser® EPT; D) Ichor TriGridTM.

Fig. 2. Administration of DNA vaccine by electropermeabilization of the muscle

HIV vaccine administration has been conducted in several animal models. Electrically-mediated delivery technology has been applied to DNA vaccines against HIV virus, and substantially higher immune responses have been achieved in mice and rabbits following vaccination with DNA encoding HIV genes. Vaccines were administered with constant electric current or constant electric voltage, causing up to 20-fold higher immune responses in comparison to the application of DNA vaccines alone (Selby 2000). In another study in mice, in vivo EP amplified cellular and humoural immune responses to a HIV type 1 Env DNA vaccine, enabled a 10-fold reduction in vaccine dose, and resulted in increased recruitment of inflammatory cells (Liu et al. 2008). Another study on the development of plasmid DNA vaccine able in eliciting robust cell-mediated immune response to multiple HIV type 1 (HIV-1)-derived antigens has been conducted in Rhesus macaques. Vaccination in combination with in vivo EP led to a more rapid onset and enhanced vaccine-specific immune responses (Luckay et al. 2007).

Also the hepatitis C virus disease is object of investigation. It was demonstrated that gene electrotransfer of a novel candidate DNA vaccine encoding an optimised version of the non
structural region of HCV (from NS3 to NS5B) induces substantially more potent, broad, and long-lasting CD4+ and CD8+ cellular immunity than a simple naked DNA injection in mice and in Rhesus macaques. As already discussed, the T-cell responses elicited by the DNA-based electroporation strategy can be useful in prophylactic vaccine approaches against HCV and this work supports this hypothesis (Capone et al. 2006). Because the administration of a plasmid cocktail, encoding antigen and adjuvants in combination with EP, is proposed as an efficient genetic immunisation strategy, the same group designed a protocol in which Hepatitis C virus (HCV) E2 and cytokine encoding plasmids have been co-injected in the mouse quadriceps with or without EP. The vaccination outcome has been evaluated by analysis of antigen-specific cellular- mediated or antibody-mediated immunity. The co-injection of cytokine and HCV E2-encoding plasmids followed by EP, strongly enhanced T- or B-cell responses to various levels, depending on the particular combination used (Arcuri et al. 2008).

Respect to cancer, strong cellular immune responses can be induced in both mice and non-human primates, following the administration with EP of a novel HPV18 DNA vaccine encoding an E6/E7 fusion consensus protein (Yan et al. 2008). Improvement in the efficacy of a cancer vaccine administered by electroporation, could increase its chances for clinical success. A demonstration of the inhibition of tumour growth has been reported by Curcio and collaborators. They demonstrated that a vaccination protocol using a plasmid encoding the extracellular and transmembrane domains of the Neu oncogene delivered by electroporation, prevents longterm tumour formation in cancer-prone transgenic mice (Curcio et al. 2008).

Since electropermeabilization is considered a promising delivery system for plasmid DNA vaccination, several clinical trials are now experimenting EP as a medical technology in human patients affected by infectious as well as cancer diseases (Bodles-Brakhop et al. 2009).

A summary of the clinical trials performed by DNA vaccination and EP are shown in the following tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical trial</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCT01169077</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>Plasmodium falciparum</td>
<td>EP-1300</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT00685412</td>
<td>Human Papillomavirus infection</td>
<td>HPV (E6-E7)</td>
<td>VGX-3100 CELLECTRA</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT00563173</td>
<td>Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>CHRONVAC-C®</td>
<td>I/IIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT00545987</td>
<td>AIDS (prophylactic)</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>ADVAX TriGrid™</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT01082692</td>
<td>AIDS (therapeutic)</td>
<td>HIV-1</td>
<td>PENNVAX-B CELLECTRA</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Clinical trials in infectious diseases.
Table 4. Clinical trials in cancer diseases.

The results seem to be promising and applicable to a large cohort of diseases in the next future. Therefore electroporation would appear to be the more efficient technology for local injection of plasmid DNA vaccine into the tissue (Kato and Nakamua 1965; Wells 2010).

4. Conclusions

The last decade has witnessed a revolution in the approach to vaccine design and development. Despite considerable success in the prevention field, vaccinations against intracellular organisms, which require a cell-mediated immunity, are not yet available, while infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and malaria remain a serious problem in the Third World. Following the studies of Wolff and colleagues, in recent years immunisation with naked plasmid DNA encoding antigens has revealed a number of advantages, making DNA vaccination a promising therapeutic approach against infectious diseases and cancer. Of course improvement of vaccine efficacy has become a goal in the development of DNA vaccination protocols. Electroporation has been shown to increase both the number of transfected cells and also the number of plasmids that permeate into each cell, therefore, electroporation is now regarded as a promising delivery system for plasmid DNA vaccination. Intramuscular DNA vaccination combined with electroporation has been described as effective in activating both humoural and cellular immune response in the host as well as in enhancing expression of the encoded antigen. Several reports showed that EP has adjuvant-like properties when combined with plasmid DNA injection. This approach is currently used not only in preclinical protocols in animals but also in humans, and studies for evaluating pain and stress induced by the treatment are currently under investigation indicating this approach as applicable and promising. Because this procedure is used safely
without serious adverse effects related to the administration procedure, we strongly support improvements addressed to the efficacy of DNA vaccines administered by electroporation in clinical protocols. This new approach could successfully increase chances for clinical success in humans.
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